New Course Requests Approved:

- AMST A497 Overseas Studies, Derby, UK
- EALC E232 China: The Enduring Heritage
- HIST G461 Imperial China
- HIST H321 Arab Histories
- Jordan Abroad Program
- NELC N302 Contemporary Middle East
- Jordan Abroad Program
- PHIL P328 Philosophies of India
- PHIL P334 Buddhist Philosophy
- PHST P890 Dissertation
- REL R308 Arab Histories
- Jordan Abroad Program
- REL R309 Contemporary Middle East
- Jordan Abroad Program
- SPAN S142 Beginning Spanish for Law Enforcement I
- SPAN S143 Beginning Spanish for Law Enforcement II
- SPAN S487 Capstone Internship in Spanish
- WLAC F100 Immersion Abroad Experience

Variable Title Course Requests Approved:

- AMST A497 Overseas Study, Derby, UK: Variable subtitle assigned each semester
- ANTH A460 Making Amends: Reconciliation in International perspective
- ANTH E300 Culture and Service in Jamaica: The Global and Local Contexts
- COMM G391 Communication Power and Diplomacy: The United Nations
- EALC J351 Japanese Animation and Comics
- GEOG G390 Katrina: Anatomy of a Disaster
- HIST A421 History of Philanthropy in the United States
- HIST A421 History of the American Working Class
- HIST A421 The Great Depression
- MSTD A460 Museum Ethics
- MSTD A460 Museum theatre and Interpretation Methods
- MSTD A460 Eiteljorg Gallery Redesign
- MSTD A460 Exhibit Design & Planning Studio: Applied Learning w/ Community Clients/ Partners
- MSTD A460 Eiteljorg ‘Points of Contact Symposium
- PHIL P280 Philosophy through Popular Culture
- PHIL P383 The Philosophy of Text
- PHIL P383 Scientific Inference, Scientific Realism
- POLS Y380 Human Rights
- POLS Y490 African Politics
- REL R300 Ethics of Consumption
- WOST W300 The Concept of Woman

Course Change Requests Approved:

- FREN F117 Beginning French I
- GER G117 Beginning German I
- SPAN S117 Beginning Spanish I
- WLAC F350 Introduction to Translation Studies

New Course Requests Pending:

- PHST P375 Philanthropy, Calling and Community
- SPAN S429 Medical Interpreting Spanish/ English
- SPAN S430 Legal Spanish

Academic Programs Approved:

- INTL Major -- Advisory Committee
- INTL Major -- New major
- INTL Minor -- Changes to minor
- SPAN Major -- Internship Option added
- THTR Certificate in Performance and Theatre Studies
- COMM Certificate in Traditional and Mediated Communication Strategies